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1. Introduction 
The Washington Double Star Catalog (WDS) is the 

go-to source for information on double stars for the as-
tronomical community. Information on star positions, 
discoverer of each pair, stellar spectra, magnitudes, sep-
arations (rho) and position angles (theta) can be found 
there as well as proper motion data for a large number 
of the catalog entries.  When combined with other data 
sources (such as the Tycho or Hipparcos catalogs, or 
the new data streaming down from Gaia), a double star 
astronomer can find a great deal of information about 
almost any pair in the WDS. 

In working on measuring double stars with speckle 
interferometry (pairs with rho of 5 arc seconds or less – 
perhaps up to 7 arc seconds on those rare nights of ex-
ceptional seeing – and magnitudes bright enough to 
allow both components to be imaged in time scales of 
40 milliseconds or less – perhaps slightly longer for 
exceptional seeing) and CCD imaging (all pairs that do 
not fall into the speckle criteria), I always obtain the 
pair’s measurement history from the U. S. Naval Obser-
vatory (by means of a “datarequest”). These data are 
then graphically portrayed and then I plot my measure-
ment over the historical data to be sure my measure-
ment is within expected norms. When a datum point 
plots well away from the historical trend, I reject that 
measurement and try to obtain another one as soon as 
conditions permit. 

In doing this work, I have run into many cases 
where the proper motion data as given by the WDS 

does not seem to agree with the plot of the historical 
measurements. These anomalies caused me to wonder 
if the proper motion data contained in the WDS is as 
reliable as it could be for all cases. I have come to the 
conclusion that some of the data need to be carefully 
evaluated by the researcher when working on a given 
pair. How I arrived at that conclusion will be detailed in 
this paper. 

2. Downloading and Parsing of the WDS 
On December 24, 2016, I downloaded the latest 

version of the WDS from the U. S. Naval Observatory’s 
WDS home page (http://ad.usno.navy.mil/wds/), down-
loading the rather large file as a text file. This text file 
was then opened in Microsoft’s Excel program using 
fixed width parameters to allocate the data to the proper 
columns (or “fields”). 

138,965 records were downloaded. I then set up a 
series of queries within Excel to weed out pairs that did 
not meet these criteria: no proper motions for the com-
panion star (42,149 pairs deleted) and no proper mo-
tions for the primary star (302 pairs deleted). This left 
96,514 pairs for which both stars had proper motion 
data. I then extracted all the pairs that had common 
proper motion (both proper motions being the same). 
This removed 24,003 additional pairs, leaving 72,511 
pairs where both stars had proper motion values that 
were not the same. 

I then extracted all cases where the net displace-
ment as suggested by the proper motion values was un-
der 2 arc seconds (how this was done will be explained 
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shortly) or for which there was less than 20 years of 
data (since such a short time frame would not produce 
very much displacement, even for a high proper motion 
star). This removed 31,063 pairs. There were also five 
records where the fixed width parsing command appar-
ently split a datum field in two and hence made the rec-
ord useless. I was then left with 22,249 pairs that had 
proper motions for both stars and for which the total 
displacement since discovery was 2 arc seconds or 
more. 

The 2 arc second threshold was used because any 
proper motion displacement of less than this over the 
history of a pair could be masked by noise in the meas-
urements, especially the earlier measurements (prior to 
photographic, CCD or speckle methodologies). 

I now had to check these 22,249 pairs against 
known histories to see if the displacement of the stars 
over time (as predicted by proper motions) matched the 
measurements on record. 

To do that, I resorted to my library of 5,906 plots 
generated from four years of graphing datarequests. Of 
these files, 1,848 were also on the 22,249 pair list. 
These 1,848 files were individually examined to see if 
the displacement of the companion star over time was 
in good agreement with the proper motion data for that 
pair. In doing this analysis, I found 44 cases where the 
first measurement on record was of low value. Drop-
ping the first measurement and using the earliest relia-
ble datum resulted in the displacement of 34 pairs drop-
ping below the 2 arc second threshold with 10 pairs still 
showing displacement over 2 arc seconds. Thus, I was 
left with 22,215 cases for analysis. 

3.  Methodology – Graphing the Datarequest 
Histories 

Once a pair’s measurement history is obtained from 
the U. S. Naval Observatory, it is a simple process to 

import the data into an Excel program that translates the 
theta and rho values into Cartesian coordinates and then 
displays them on an X-Y graph. To get the X value for 
any datum point, simply multiply rho by the sine of 
theta. For the Y component, multiply rho by the cosine 
of theta: 

 
For example, the datarequest for WDS 00039+5723 

(HJ 1926 AB) looks like Table 1 (in part). That data, 
in turn, after applying the (X, Y) transforms given 
above, produces the graph shown in Figure 1. 
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Date       P.A.     Sep. Mag-a Mag-b  #    RefCode  Aperture  Method  Codes 

1828.     315.3   13.      .    3.    1    HJ_1831     18        B 

1906.88   313.0   14.37    .     .    1    Ino1909     12        A 

1908.83   310.4   26.840   .     .    1    WFC1998     13        G 

1908.912  311.5   26.54   8.0  11.8   3    VBs1914     15        A 

1911.97   313.5   26.172   .     .    1    WFC1998     13        G 

1917.93   309.2   26.501   .     .    1    WFC1998     13        G 

1990.718  308.0   28.0     .     .    1    Hsw2004     48        G 

1991.25      .      .      .     .    1    HIP1997e    54        T       S 

1999.71   308.2   28.73    .     .    1    TMA2003     51        E       K 

Table 1: Typical Datarequest File (Old format) 

 
Figure 1: Plot of the measurement history of WDS 00039+5723 AB 
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The axes are depicted in arc seconds and are scaled 
to be equal in size, and the compass rose in the upper 
right corner indicates the orientation of the graph. (This 
format matches the orientation of graphical plots pro-
vided by the Naval Observatory.) 

Notice that the caption for Table 1 mentions “old 
format”. In 2012, the WDS changed the datarequest file 
format to the new (and much improved) version. The 
look is very different from the old format, but the (X, 
Y) transforms work the same in either format and pro-
duce clear data plots. 

The case cited is for a star with relatively little his-
tory. Some pairs have substantially more history (up to 
thousands of observations), so the graphical plots run 
the gamut from sparse to dense. 

4.  Methodology— Identifying Trends in the 
Graphical Plots 

The plot of WDS 00039+5723 AB does not show 
much of a trend of any sort. There are only six meas-
urements points graphed, and there does not seem to be 
any obvious pattern. But what about this case illustrated 
in Figure 2?  The data appear to lie on (or near) a 
line. In fact, if one right clicks on any of the datum 
points and asks Excel for a Trendline, the graph 
looks like Figure 3. 

Notice the R2 = 0.9476 displayed on the chart. To 
quote Microsoft’s help entry on trend lines, “A trend-
line is most accurate when its R-squared value (a num-
ber from 0 to 1 that reveals how closely the estimated 
values for the trendline correspond to your actual data) 
is at or near 1.” In this case, the R2 value is very nearly 
1 indicating a very good fit of the data to a truly linear 
behavior. We see that in the 108 years this pair has 
been observed (as given in the datarequest file), the 
companion star moved about 14 arc seconds along an 
almost perfectly straight line. This suggests that this 
pair has a high probability of being a “linear” case— a 
pair that is not gravitationally bound into a mutual or-
bit. The stars are like two ships far apart and on differ-
ent courses on the sea, passing one another in the night. 

However, a caution is in order. There may be rare 
cases where a pair is gravitationally bound and the 
companion’s orbital plane lies almost exactly on our 
line of sight. In such a case, the companion will appear 
to oscillate back and forth along a line that is, for all 
practical purposes, straight. Such a system could mas-
querade as a linear case when it is, in fact, an orbital 
one. The only way to tell for sure if a linear pair is opti-
cal or binary is to study it over a long period of time. If 
the pair is binary, at some point, the companion will 
reverse direction as it passes its farthest point from the 
primary (as viewed from earth) and starts tracing out 

the “back side” (or front side) of its orbit. But for orbits 
that may last thousands, or even hundreds of thousands 
of years, that method will be of limited value. 

Another clue may lie in the rate of change in the 
companion’s position when normalized over some time 
interval— say every decade. If the displacement be-

 
Figure 2: Plot of WDS 23510+5238 

 
Figure 3: Plot of WDS 23510+5238 with a trend line 
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tween the positions of the companion star every decade 
is consistent, the pair is probably optical. If it is physi-
cal, we should expect to see the companion star’s dis-
placement vary over time as it approaches periastron or 
apastron. Again, the time frames involved may be in the 
thousands of years or longer, though. 

Figure 4 shows another case involving something 
even more exciting. 

Obviously this pair is in orbit around each other 
and, indeed, Söderhjelm computed the solution in 1999. 

This next case is the type that should trigger curios-
ity for a double star researcher. It is what is known as a 
“short arc” pair as illustrated in Figure 5. 

The high R2 value is strong evidence this pair is 
tracing an arc on the sky – and an arc is a piece of an 
ellipse, the form that orbits take. But caution – Excel 
assigns equal weight to every datum in the data set. In 
real practice, an astronomer would want to assign 
weights to each measurement (see http://
ad.usno.navy.mil/wds/orb6/orb6text.html#grading) and 
regenerate the trendline and R2 values. Still, an R2 value 
of 0.8772 is very good indeed. 

What we look for when we examine the plots of 
measurement histories are those cases that show a 
strong linear trend (possible rectilinear pair) and short 
arcs (possible orbit waiting to be solved). 

5.  When Things Don’t Look Right – Proper 
Motions That Do Not Align With the Measure-
ment History 

In the WDS, the proper motion of a star is given as 
a pair of three digit numbers, each preceded by a sign— 
for example, (+017-036). The numbers depict the 
amount of transverse motion across the sky in milli-arc-
seconds (mas) per year. The first triplet of numbers is 
the proper motion in right ascension; the second triplet 
for declination. A plus sign (+) means the star is either 
moving east in the sky (increasing right ascension) or 
north (increasing declination). A minus sign indicates 
movement to the west (decreasing right ascension) or 
movement south (decreasing declination). Thus, +017-
036 means the star is moving 17 mas per year east and 
36 mas per year south. In other words, it is moving to 
the southeast. The net motion can be found by taking 
the square root of the sum of the squares of each proper 
motion element, which are, of course, merely the sides 
of a right triangle. So our subject star is moving to the 
southeast at a rate equal to the square root of (172 + 
362) or 39.8 mas per year. 

Astute mathematicians and physics students will 
note that the proper motion parameters actually de-
scribe vectors. When we have the proper motion param-
eters for both stars, we can determine the net result of 

both stars’ motions by taking the resultant of the indi-
vidual proper motion vectors.  

For example, suppose we have two stars with dif-
ferent proper motions. For the primary star (P), we have 
(+111-037) and for the companion (C) we have (-
074+108). What is the resultant, using the companion 

 
Figure 4: Plot of the orbit of WDS 11323+6105 

 
Figure 5: Plot of WDS 23370-3648, a short-arc pair  

http://ad.usno.navy.mil/wds/orb6/orb6text.html#grading
http://ad.usno.navy.mil/wds/orb6/orb6text.html#grading
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star as the reference point? Here is the math: 
 
RA = (-074) – (+111) = (-74) – (111) = -185 
DEC = (+108) – (-037) = (+108) + (37) = +145 
Resultant = -185+145. 
 
The resultant shows motion in a northwest direc-

tion. 
If we now consider how many years the pair has 

been under observation, we can compare the displace-
ment of the companion based on proper motion to the 
displacement based on measurements. To do this, we 
need to know how many years transpired between the 
first and last measurements on record. 

Let’s use an actual example to see how this works. 
The pair WDS 00115+2949 (also known as MLB 441 
BC) has two stars moving in different directions. For P, 
we have (+037+028) and for C we have (-012-005). 
The resultant is (-049-033). The first measure was made 
in 1926 and the last in 2012. This is a span of 86 years. 
The total motion of C predicted by proper motion alone 
is then 86 times the hypotenuse of the PM vector 
(which is the square root of 492 + 332, or 59.08 mas per 
year) – 86 * 59.08 mas or 86 * 59.08 mas / 1000 mas/
sec = 5.08 arc seconds.  

We can also compute the value of theta for the re-
sultant by computing the arc tangent of the ratio be-
tween the RA and DEC legs of the resultant’s triangle, 
and in this case, that value works out to 236.0°. So we 
should compare a vector 5.08" at a theta of 236.0° to 
the actual measured displacement.  

The 1926 measure was 351° and 38.5" while the 
2012 measure was 342° and 36.2". Converting these 
data to (x, y) coordinates and computing the displace-
ment yields 6.29" at a theta of 235.5°, in excellent 
agreement with the proper motion data.  In fact, here is 
the plot of that system showing an extremely good fit to 
the R2 value (Figure 6). This pair has every sign of be-
ing a linear pair and not an orbital case. 

When the proper motion analysis of a pair like this 
one shows such a good fit to the observed data, it prob-
ably indicates a linear case. At the very least, a rectilin-
ear solution with ephemerides should be attempted on 
the pair so other measurements in the future can con-
firm (or reject or modify) the solution. 

But what about a case where the PM data does not 
support the observed motion of the pair?  

Let’s now consider the case of WDS 00168-1427 
(GAL 11), a pair with proper motions of (-004-085) and 
(-040-036). According to the PM data, the companion 
should have moved 6.26" along 323.7°. But the meas-
urements show only 1.04" along 359.0°. The graph  is 
shown in Figure 7. 

 
Figure 6. Plot of WDS 00115+2949 showing the PM result-
ant vector (orange arrow) alongside the linear trend line. 

 
Figure 7. Plot of WDS 00168-1427 showing the PM resultant 
(orange vector) versus the tight grouping of the historical 
measurements. 
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Figure 8 is a case where the tight packing of the 
measurement points would suggest common proper 
motion (or very nearly equal proper motions), yet the 
proper motion values are very different:  (+076-015) 
and (+003-017). The stars should be moving away from 
each other along the east-west axis. But no – the data 
clump closely together. In fact, the vector for the PM 
resultant does not even fit on the chart – it is 13.58" 
long at a theta of 268.4°! 

It was a high number of cases like these that 
prompted me to question the proper motion data for all 
the pairs in the WDS that met the filtering criteria cited 
earlier. 

6.  Results 
The results are tabulated in Table 2, which takes the 

actual results of the survey and extrapolates them to the 
entire 22,215 pair database. 

Another way of reading the table is to say that in 
674 of the cases for which I had graphical plots of the  
measurements (known orbits, known linears, short arc 
pairs and linear pairs), the PM resultant agreed well 
with the measurement histories of the pairs. But in 
1,174 of the cases (other pairs), the agreement between 
the PM resultant and history was not what one would 
expect. 

7. Beware of First Impressions 
While it may be true in personal relationships or 

business that first impressions are very important, that 
is not the case in astronomy. The proper motion data 
that is contained in the WDS would suggest that there is 
something wrong with the numbers somewhere, and 
such a conclusion would cast aspersion on the hard 
work of many good astronomers. So one has to dig 
deeper in explaining this situation. 

And that is where the details begin to emerge in 
greater clarity. Bear in mind that the WDS is primarily 
a catalog of double stars, not a proper motion catalog. 
The PM data in the WDS is included only as a conven-
ience to observers who are researching a given pair. It 
is not definitive. 

In private correspondence with Dr. George Kaplan, 
an expert on proper motions, it was suggested that I 

consult the proper motion source catalogs and consider 
the error estimates in the analysis of anomalies. He also 
provided me with an excellent paper on proper motion 
analysis (Kaplan and Snell, 1991). 

Of particular importance is the source of the data 
used in the WDS. The WDS does not flag which proper 
motion catalog was used for the PM values on any giv-
en star, but in personal correspondence with William 
Hartkopf at the U. S. Naval Observatory, Hartkopf said, 
“the WDS PM values are primarily from Tycho2 and 
UCAC4, with occasional values from PPMXL, NO-
MAD1, URAT1, and other sources when data are not 
available from either of the two primary catalogs 
[TYC2, UCAC4].”  Hartkopf added that already the 
UCAC team is finalizing work on a new catalog, the 
UCAC5, which should be the most accurate PM catalog 
to date, using UCAC4 and GAIA data as part of the 
reduction framework. 

That being the case, an investigation was made into 

 

Figure 8. WDS 02249-0207, a case that does not "look 
right"! 

  The 1,848 Charts The 22,215 Star Database 

Known orbits 39 cases 2% ~405 cases 

Known linears 165 cases 9% ~1,834 cases 

Short arc pairs 26 cases 1% ~196 cases 

Linear pairs 404 cases 22% ~4,887 cases 

Other pairs 1,174 cases 64% ~14,663 cases 

Table 2: Extrapolation of Types of Cases To the Filtered Database 
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the source catalog data to find not only the listed PM 
values, but also their error estimates. This would allow 
the computation of a range of vectors from the largest 
PM value to the smallest, and allow a comparison to the 
measured displacement of a pair to determine the fit of 
the data to observations. When this was done, a wholly 
new picture emerged. 

100 pairs were chosen at random from the 
1,174 that had been flagged as anomalies. The 
UCAC4 and GAIA catalogs were then consulted 
via VizieR (a service of CDS, Centre de Données 
astronomiques de Strasbourg [France]). Of the 100 
pairs in the drill-down list, 66 had PM values for 
both stars in the UCAC4 catalog and 21 had values 
for both stars in the GAIA catalog. While this is a 
small sample for the 22,215 pair subset of the 
WDS, the conclusions were strong enough to war-
rant the present discussion. 

The “anomaly rate” (the number of cases 
where the PM vectors did not agree well with ob-
served displacement between the stars of a WDS 
system) dropped dramatically when allowances 
were made for the error estimates of the PM val-
ues. For the UCAC4 data, the anomaly rate 
dropped from 63.5% (the overall rate for the 
22,215 pair subset) to 21.2% (using the lower val-
ue of the PM) to 16.7% (for the higher value), 
while the GAIA anomaly rate dropped to a mere 
4.8%.  

Assuming these general trends hold for all 
22,215 stars that are on the final filtered list of 
pairs from the WDS, the number of anomalous 
cases would drop from approximately 14,100 to 
4,720 (UCAC4 lower value), 3,720 (UCAC4 high-
er value), or 1,070 (GAIA value). 

8.  Discussion 
Still, an explanation is needed as to why so many of 

the cases do not have good agreement between the pro-
jected PM motion and the actual measured motion. 
Three possible sources come to mind: 
• Typographical errors when updating the PM data 

for individual systems (this is done manually at the 
present and is a minor source of input).  

• Using the wrong PM data for either the primary star 
or the companion star. 

• Proper motions are simply more difficult to deter-
mine for multiple stars than for single stars. For 
example, a close pair may blend into one image on 
an older photographic plate making an old plate 
epoch useless for PM analysis, meaning there is a 
shorter timeline on which to base the measure-
ments, as more recent image files often can resolve 
pairs that older plates could not. The longer the 
timeline on which the measurements are based, the 
higher the accuracy of the proper motion data.  
 
Whereas case 1 may certainly be true on rare occa-

sions, it is not enough of a factor to account for very 
many pairs having significant differences between ob-
served motion and projected PM displacement. 

Case 2 may account for the some of the anomalous 
cases. With the 1991 Hipparcos and Tycho catalogs, the 
limited number of stars (at least compared to the 
UCAC4 or URAT1) made misidentification of stars 
less problematic than the deeper and newer surveys. If 
one, for example, uses the VizieR service of the CDS 
(http://vizier.u-strasbg.fr/viz-bin/VizieR) and calls up 
the UCAC4 catalog (by entering I/322A in the “Find 
catalogs available” field), one can then enter the precise 
location of any given star in the WDS and examine the 
stars within a specified radius of that location for proper 
motion data. As an example, WDS 02249-0207 (STF 

 
Figure 9: UCAC4 search parameter for WDS 02249-0207. 

http://vizier.u-strasbg.fr/viz-bin/VizieR
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266) has a precise position of 022453.81-020643.5. 
Figure 9 shows what the UCAC4 search page looks like 
with that information. 

Notice the search radius of 2 arc minutes. Since the 
companion was last seen at a rho of nearly 8 arc sec-
onds, this should be more than adequate to find the 
companion. 

The results of this search are shown in Figure 10. 
If one then clicks on the “Start AladinLite” link just 

above the table and to the left, the window shown in 
Figure 11 opens. 

Note the small red squares superimposed over most 
of the stars in the field. Each red square is hyperlinked 
to a record in the search return list. By hovering the 
mouse over the star number in the returned query table, 
the square marking that star changes color. This is how 
we can correlate the records returned by the search to 
the stars in the image.  

In this example, there is not much ambiguity about 
which stars to select for the primary and companion. 
The table shows that the WDS has used the correct PM 
values from UCAC4. It does not appear that someone 
selected the wrong star (and hence wrong PM) for this 
system or that the data were not entered correctly. 

Case 3 may well be where most of the issue is root-
ed. We live in an exciting time when the new high-
precision astrometry missions currently on duty 
(primarily Gaia) may well provide us with extremely 
accurate data which will allow us to soon refine our 
estimates of proper motions for many of the double and 
multiple stars in the WDS.  

So we are left with the caution that when doing 
work on a WDS system and using the proper motion 
values, the researcher must be careful to double check 
the proper motions as stated against the measurements 
as recorded to be sure that the proper motion data are 

valid and can be used to bolster any conclusions about 
the physicality (or linearity) of any given pair. If it is 
not, a check of the source catalogs is necessary. 

For those who would like a copy of the Excel data-
base, please follow this hyperlink to the JDSO server.  

9. What the Histograms Tell Us 
Generating a histogram from the database of 22,215 

stars shows that the situation may not be as bad as it 
first appears. Consider Table 3 of the top frequencies 
for differences between the measured motion of the 
companion star compared to the motion predicted by 
the PM vector normalized for a 100-year time frame. 
(Normalization lets one compare data on an equal-time 
basis and removes any ambiguities caused by unusually 

 
Figure 10: Search results from UCAC4 for the field of WDS 02249-0207. 

 
Figure 11. AladinLite search window for WDS 02249-
0207. 
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high proper motion cases or cases where a star with 
only 40 years of history is compared to one with 180 
years of history.) 

The top 32 bins account for 21,594 of the 22,215 
pairs (~97%). A graph (Figure 12) of these data is re-
vealing. 

First note that most of the discrepancies are for 
small values (less than 5 arc seconds). Also one would 
expect such a histogram to be symmetric about the cen-
tral bin (the russet bar in the graph), but this is clearly 
not the case. What the graph shows is that most of the 
time, the proper motion projection of the companion’s 
movement across the sky is greater than that which is 
actually measured (all bins to the left of the “0 to ± 1” 
bin). This is bolstered by the discovery that the 66 
UCAC4 pairs in the detailed PM vector analysis had 
better fits using the “longer” PM vector than the 
“shorter” one or the mean value. 

10.  Conclusion 
Until we have a better handle on why there are cas-

es in the WDS where the proper motion data do not 
align well with observations, the double star researcher 
would be wise to take the WDS PM data with a healthy 
dose of skepticism when that data suggest a different 
displacement than that which has been measured. Obvi-
ously, where the PM data align well with the measure-
ments, we can be reasonably sure that we are dealing 
with reasonably good PM data. But for any case where 
the proper motion data do not comport well with the 
measurements, caution is in order. The researcher 
should check the proper motion projections against ac-
tual measurements to determine if the proper motion 
data are usable as part of his or her research on any giv-
en pair. 

Bin Difference, " Frequency 

1 -17 to -18 45 

2 -16 to -17 85 

3 -15 to -16 110 

4 -14 to -15 177 

5 -13 to -14 249 

6 -12 to -13 316 

7 -11 to -12 379 

8 -10 to -11 489 

9 -9 to -10 437 

10 -8 to -9 503 

11 -7 to -8 518 

12 -6 to -7 626 

13 -5 to -6 729 

14 -4 to -5 1044 

15 -3 to -4 1415 

16 -2 to -3 2112 

17 -1 to -2 2711 

18 0 to ±1 3826 

19 +1 to +2 3092 

20 +2 to +3 1076 

21 +3 to +4 535 

22 +4 to +5 338 

23 +5 to +6 194 

24 +6 to +7 147 

25 +7 to +8 113 

26 +8 to +9 93 

27 +9 to +10 55 

28 +10 to +11 47 

29 +11 to +12 41 

30 +12 to +13 34 

31 +13 to +14 30 

32 +14 to +15 28 

Table 3: Histogram of the Top Bins for Differ-
ences,  Measured vs. Predicted, Normalized for 
100 Year Period 

Figure 12. HIstogram of Distribution of Differences Between Measured and Predicted Motion of the Companion Star 
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